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A great keynote presentation-fantastic event. Very positive evaluations!

Overcoming Impossible Odds:
Engage the Never Give Up Mindset
My Highly Requested Signature Keynote

Imagine what the guy who figured out a way to
rescue his two small children when they were
kidnapped to the Middle East can teach you
about resilience, perseverance, and leadership.
I devised a daring plan to reunite with my
children who were kidnapped. My powerful
keynote, Kidjacked, is the template used to
take your attendees on an incredible journey
(that ends well!)

Lisa Newcomb | Vice President - U.S. Bank

Inclusion, Retention, & Belonging:
How to Attract a 5-Generation
Workforce

• Identify the 7 most powerful actions we
can take to improve employee
engagement and cooperation with all
generations (based on a four-year survey)
• Increase employee retention and attract
Millenials and Gen Z
• Improve employee understanding of
each generation and cultures
• Ignite workplace communication,
productivity, and satisfaction

The Benefits of Resilience and Navigating
Change in a Fast-Paced Workplace

Offerings
Offerings

• Demonstrate a greater ability to successfully
navigate change
• Identify the 7 most powerful actions we can take
to improve employee engagement and cooperation
with all generations (based on a four-year survey)
• Develop a stronger -agile vision to stay productive,
engage as a leader & create deeper relationships at all levels
• The 3 keys that allow individuals to stress less and
produce even during difficult times
• Provide benefits to those who are able to maintain
their productivity as change occurs
Keynote Address

Customized to fit your needs
Topics: Change, Kidjacked & 5-Generations

Interactive Training

All topics except signature keynote

Plus Succession Planning &
Mentoring Programs

Scott
Lesnick
Scott
Lesnick

www.scottlesnick.com

Scott Lesnick is a
Global, Leadership
Keynote Speaker
interactive trainer,
author and Certified
Speaking Professional
(CSP). Scott always
delivers high content
presentations with
actionable takeaways
for your attendees.

